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• Advise the Minister on all occupational health 
and safety issues in the mining industry 
relating to legislation, research and promotion

• Review and develop legislation for 
recommendation to the Minister

• Promote health and safety in the mining 
industry

• Oversee research in relation to health and 
safety in the mining industry

• Liaise with other bodies concerned with health 
and safety issues
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MHSC Mandate

• Advise the Minister on all occupational health 
and safety issues in the mining industry 
relating to legislation, research and promotion

• Review and develop legislation for 
recommendation to the Minister

• Promote health and safety in the mining 
industry

• Oversee research in relation to health and 
safety in the mining industry

• Liaise with other bodies concerned with health 
and safety issues



The road to ZERO  HARM
• Attaining ZERO HARM is a journey 

• Long
• Windy
• Very bumpy

• SAMI has achieved major 
successes but the challenge is 
ever-constant.



Legislation
Regulations
Guidelines
Standards

Health Policy
Health information
Health regulations
Research input

Research needs
Research 
programmes

Operational Execution and Implementation

State
Labour
Employers

MHSC Overview
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HIV/AIDS and TB 
programmes
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PLANS - know where you 
going

PEOPLE – right people 
doing the right things

PROCESS – process to 
support the people

PRIDE
• Professionalism
• Respect
• Integrity
• Delivery
• Excellence

4Ps towards Implementation



MHSC’s  2012/2013 Strategic Plan 

THE PLAN



The Plan



1.Customer Perspective 2. Internal Business 

3. Learning and Growth 4. Financial Perspective 

The Plan



1.Customer Perspective 2. Internal Business 

3. Learning and Growth 4. Financial Perspective 

Strategy for creating value and 
differentiation from the perspective of 
the customer

Strategic priorities for various business 
processes that create customer and 
stakeholder satisfaction

Priorities to create a climate that 
supports organisational change, 
innovation and growth. 

Strategy for growth, sustainability, and 
risk viewed from the perspective of the 
stakeholder

The Plan



1.Customer Perspective 2. Internal Business 

3. Learning and Growth 4. Financial Perspective 

Four key objectives to deliver:
i.Pro mote OHS culture in the sector

ii.Provisio n of advisory reports on OHS

i i i.Strengthen Tripartite Partnerships

iv.Implement ou tcomes of Summit Action Plan

Two areas each focussing on
i.Efficien t Business Process

ii.Knowledge Leadership  through OHS research

Three key objectives
i.Adequate Capacity  and skills

ii.Enhance Knowledge and Information 
Management

Two objectives:
i.Financial sustainability

ii.Appropriate resour cing for programmes

The Plan



The Plan



Core aspects:
1.Trac king of reduction in mine incidents on OHS. 

i. Develop an implementation plan for the MHSC responsibilities in the Culture Transformation Framework. 

2.Develop advice repo rts for the Minister including aspects on legislation and feedback on progress on SAP

3.Annual awareness survey focussing on increase in awareness (decreasing percentage implies that awareness levels 
expected to increase progressively)

4.To monit or and report on progress made on outcomes of the Summit. 

Customer & Stakeholder  Perspective



Core aspects:. 
1.The improvement of core business processes will help to eliminate internal control issues and move the MHSC towards 
operational excellence

2.The MHSC must position itself as the first port of call for research information and advice regarding mine health and 
safety. 

i. Develop a programme of initiatives for research technology transfer and adoption including partnerships with 
innovation agencies to commercialise research

Internal  Perspective



Core aspects:
1.The right balance of skills and high individual performance at the council and office level are imperative for MHSC to 
achieve its goals

i . Undertake climate survey every year and implement change programmes to improve climate where gaps exist.

2.Improved organisational memory by securing and retaining information/data No of information management initiatives 
implemented

Learning & Growth Perspective



Core aspects:
1.T he MHSC needs to ensure that it collects sufficient income to fulfill its mandate while encouraging OHS improvement

2 .To ensure that programmes are adequately funded through developing and implementing zero based budgeting

Financial Perspective



Inputs Outputs: Value 
Created

Research into 
Mining Health 

and Safety issues

Clients /Partners
Mining Industry, Mining Labour Unions, Department of Mineral Resources, Mining 

Qualifications Authority, HEIs, research centres 

Development and 
comment on 

Legislation and 
Guidelines

Promote Culture 
of OHS in Mining 

Industry

Liaison with 
other 

organisations

Mine Health and 
Safety Data

OHS Levies
Improved 

standards of OHS 
in mining sector

Advice to the 
Minister regarding 

Mine OHS

A centre of 
Mining OHS 
Knowledge 

Skills and 
expertise

Coordination of 
Tripartite 

arrangements 

The Plan – summarised



Health and Safety 
Culture
• Implement culture 

transformation 
framework

• Improve tripartite 
relations

• Ensure implementation 
of summit commitments
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Learning industry

• Establish Centre of Excellence 
for research, research 
implementation and capacity- 
building focusing on:

• Improve OHS capacity

• Reduce illiteracy in the mining 
sector

• Increase scarce skills that are 
critical to OHS 

• Improve monitoring of 
occupation diseases

Healthy and Safe 
Workplaces
• Eliminate Silicosis

• Eliminate NIHL

• Eliminate falls of Ground

• Eliminate transport and 
machinery accidents

• Improve lifestyle of mine 
workers 

• Integrate and simplify 
compensation system

MHSC Initiatives- OHS Summit
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MHSC Initiatives- HIV/AIDS & TB Summit
• At the Summit in November 2011, the principals agreed to work to 

the three pillars on HIV/AIDS, TB and Silicosis in the mining sector

• PREVENTION

• TREATMENT, CARE AND 
SUPPORT

• RESEARCH, MONITORING 
& SURVEILLANCE

• In total there are 22 areas 
focus.
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MHSC Initiatives- Culture Transformation
PILLAR

1 INTEGRATED MINING ACTIVITIES

2 RISK MANAGEMENT*

3 TECHNOLOGY

4 LEADING PRACTICE*

5 ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION*

6 BONUSES AND PERFORMANCE 

INCENTIVES*

7 TRIPARTISM

8 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

9 INSPECTORATE

10 DATA

11 LEADERSHIP*

PILLAR
1 INTEGRATED MINING ACTIVITIES

2 RISK MANAGEMENT*

3 TECHNOLOGY

4 LEADING PRACTICE*

5 ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION*

6 BONUSES AND PERFORMANCE 

INCENTIVES*

7 TRIPARTISM

8 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

9 INSPECTORATE

10 DATA

11 LEADERSHIP*

• At the Summit in November 2011, 
the principals launched the Culture 
Transformation Framework

• 11 pillars were identified

• Each focussing on various aspects 
that would improve the attitude and 
approach to OHS in the sector.

• Stakeholder prioritised 5 of the 
pillars.

• Focus is on promotion and 
implementation of the CTF
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MHSC Initiatives- Centre of Excellence

• The MHSC will fund the Centre of Excellence in line with an 
approved Business Plan for the Centre.  

• The MHSC will ensure that leadership of the Centre 
implement a strategic plan in a coordinated and 
comprehensive manner in line with the mandate of the 
MHSC and purpose of the Centre.

• The MHSC will consider the Centre of Excellence as a 
provider of choice for research and capacity building as the 
Centre develops its own capacity to deliver.



MHSC’s  2012/2013 Strategic Plan 

OUR PEOPLE



• ZERO HARM THROUGH 
ACTION

• Core to the MHSC is the 
implementation of the 
Strategic Objectives.

• Focus on research and 
communication of outcomes 
to the regions

• Strengthening of 
Governance and Risk  
Monitoring

MHSC Structure



MHSC’s  2012/2013 Strategic Plan 

PROCESS



• Financial Systems

• Supply Chain Management Systems

• Human Resources Systems

• ICT infrastructure and systems

• Research Management

• Website

Key Systems



Each set is critically important  to the 
reach the target…

The right mind set….

Doing the right things….

With the right support….

Attaining ZERO HARM 



The MHSC continues to work 
tirelessly to make a 
meaningful contribution 
towards the realisation of 
ZERO HARM at South African 
mines. 

Reaching the industry’s 2013 
milestones is indeed a 
mammoth task that calls for 
dedication and co-operation 
from all

Inputs Outputs: Value 
Created

Research into 
Mining Health 

and Safety issues

Clients /Partners
Mining Industry, Mining Labour Unions, Department of Mineral Resources, Mining 

Qualifications Authority, HEIs, research centres 

Development and 
comment on 

Legislation and 
Guidelines

Promote Culture 
of OHS in Mining 

Industry

Liaison with 
other 

organisations

Mine Health and 
Safety Data

OHS Levies
Improved 

standards of OHS 
in mining sector

Advice to the 
Minister regarding 

Mine OHS

A centre of 
Mining OHS 
Knowledge 

Skills and 
expertise

Coordination of 
Tripartite 

arrangements 

Attaining ZERO HARM 



Conclusion

Supported by

Towards

Driven by



MHSC  Disclaimer:
All views expressed herein are the views of the author and do not reflect the views of the Mine Health and Safety Council unless specifically stated otherwise. The information is 
intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, this 
information by persons or entities other than those intended recipient/s is prohibited.  The replication of this material in any form will require approval from the author and Mine Health 
and Safety Council.

Mine Health and Safety Council

Thank you
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